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EP Smelt Clouser on size 2/0 hooks, 4 ½ inches to 5 ½ inches long.
May 31, 2006, notes by Lucky Ketcham (short version)

FLY OF THE MONTH

Hook: Mustad 3407 2/0 or 1/0
Thread: Danville white flat waxed nylon, 210 denier or 3/0
Eyes: Large heavy dumb bell eyes, Eye Balz or similar. ¼ oz.
Belly: White Enrico Puglisi original fibers
Top wing: Orange/Brown Silky EP or an older brand � Fish Hair, then 6 strands of pearl Krystal

Flash, then about 10 strands of copper Krystal flash � tied in with a fold to make about 20
total fibers.

Weed guard:Three inches of 30-pound hard mono, like Mason�s.

Attach the thread behind the eye and make a
thread base.  Make two bumps of thread about
3/8 inch behind the eye. Place the large dumb

bell eyes on top of the thread saddle and attach with
figure 8 wraps. Add some super glue to the thread
wraps. Allow to dry. Select about a ¼ inch to ½ inch
bundle of white standard EP fibers about 3 ½ inches
long.  Wrap the thread to 1/8-inch from the eye. Trim
the bundle at an angle and attach behind the eye
forming the bottom of the tapered head. To make
the belly look fuller, do not wrap the fibers behind
the eyes as you would a standard Clouser.

Turn the fly over to tie in the wing or dorsal part of
the fly.  Select a thin bundle of orange/brown Silky
or regular EP fibers, about half the amount used for
the belly.  Cut the bundle at 5 inches. Attach by the
butt end behind the hook eye. Select and cut about
6 eight-inch strands of Pearl Krystal Flash.  Attach

the pearl flash with the folded material locking
method. Select 10 strands of copper Krystal flash
about 8 inches long, with the same method.

Mission bay is a good place to use a stiff weed guard
because of all the floating eelgrass.  There are sev-
eral types.  Select three inches of 30-pound stiff
mono, like Mason�s Hard Mono.  Fold in the middle;
use your pliers if necessary to make a tight bend.
Position your thread behind he hook eye.  If the hook
is still inverted, position the fold of the mono just
under and behind the eye with the stiff guards on
each side of hook at about a 60-degree angle, or at
least just in front of the point of the hook.  Secure
with six or seven tight wraps. Whip finish, trim off
the thread and add two or three coats of head ce-
ment.  Look at the fly for proportion and symmetry
of the flash.  Trim the belly shorter and tapering
into the longer top wing.




